Battle of the Bugs

D

By Dorothy Carter Steiner

o you remember when many houses had
a barrel under the eaves to catch rainwater? At our house, we saved rainwater
to wash our hair because it was soft. But that rain
barrel was a source of entertainment for kids, too.
We peeked into it to see many kinds
of bugs swimming around, trying to
escape. Spiders spun webs across the
top, too.
For the most part, bugs were a
great bother. But somehow we met
the challenge of the insect war at our
Minnesota farm home in the 1930s.
Varmints and insects were with us
daily and kept us in pursuit of peace
and comfort. They aroused our anger
and grief, but satisfaction took over
when we won the battle. The creatures
tried to rule our world, but we had an
answer to every threat—all except
one, which I will mention later.
Ants, ﬂies, mosquitoes, wood
ticks, bugs on garden vegetables and
small varmints were all pests to be
dealt with. When red ants invaded
the kitchen, they got into the sugar
bowl and crawled up the side of the syrup bottle.
When our mother made a cake, she hid it from
mice, ants and marauding kids in her Crosley washing machine, which had a tight cover. She washed
the machine out well after doing the laundry so
there was no odor. It successfully fooled the ants—
and us three girls, too, for that matter.
She liked to have cake to offer with coffee when
we had company. And it was no small matter to
make a cake. It was hard work, which required one
to begin by creaming sugar and lard together with
a wooden spoon. The rest of the ingredients had to
be stirred in by hand.
When Mom heard the yawn of the screen door
in summer, she cautioned us to hurry and shut the
door before all the ﬂies got in. Fly spray came in a
can with a screw cap, and Dad dispersed it with a
squirt gun with a plunger-type handle.

He made ﬂy swatters out of a length of wood
lath with a square of window screen nailed to the
end. Of course, ready-made ﬂy swatters were available for purchase at the general store, but this was
in the days of make do or do without.

Dad did buy yellow ﬂy ribbons and some other
stuff called ﬂypaper from the general store. The ﬂy
ribbon came in a paper cartridge something like a
shotgun shell. When the end was pulled, out came
a long spiral of yellow, sticky paper that attracted
ﬂies. These swung from the kitchen ceiling. They
were bad luck for the ﬂies that landed on them;
no matter how they struggled, they could not pull
themselves free.
The gray-blue squares of heavy ﬂypaper were
treated with poison. A square was put in a ﬂat
pan of water to attract ﬂies. They died soon after
drinking it.
When clouds of mosquitoes whirled through the
air on summer evenings, Dad built a smudge in an old
bucket outside the kitchen door. It had to be a smoky
ﬁre fed with chips and green grass. The insects did
not like the smoke and stayed away for a time.
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Then we could sit outside on the porch and listen to the frogs singing while we watched the stars
come out and ﬁreﬂies ﬂitting through the night.
A netting called mosquito bar was spread over
the baby’s crib. Every summer night before bedtime, we went through the ritual of smacking all the
mosquitoes we could ﬁnd. We missed some, and
they buzzed around us after we were in bed.
Nights were often hot, and just one mosquito
singing around our heads made us fretful. We
pulled the sheet over our heads.
Flies tortured the cows in the barn. We had to
take care not to be kicked as they switched their
tails and kicked madly, trying to rid themselves of
pesky ﬂies.
Dad often used kerosene in the sprayer in the
barn. Kerosene was economical, and we always had
some on hand for ﬁlling the household lamps and
the barn lantern and for starting ﬁres.
In summer we kids scratched our arms and legs
in an effort to get relief from itchy wood tick bites,
bug bites and poison ivy. Of course, the scratching
made it worse.
Mom would mix up a foul-smelling batch of
sulphur and lard blended into a paste. We smeared
that vile stuff on our itchy places, and it seemed to
heal the bites. At least it soothed our burning skin.
We went over the dog for wood ticks, too. We
did not mind that chore and neither did the dog. We
were not squeamish about those pests.
Mom hated spiders, and she swept down their
webs with the broom, but I found spiders to be fascinating. On summer evenings I kneeled on the bed
and watched spiders spin intricate webs outside the
window. Each spider made a different design.
We kids had chores, of course, and there was
one that was not much fun. Potato bugs feasted
on the green potato plants. We had to go along
the rows and pluck off the striped bugs and then
drop them into a jar of kerosene. Yellow bug juice
stained our ﬁngers, but at least those beetles did
not bite.
At other times Dad used a substance called
paris green, a poison that he put in a tank sprayer,
which he carried on his back. He sprayed that stuff
through a rubber hose. It made the vines white and
it stayed on until it rained. Then we kids were back
to picking off bugs again.
Cabbage plants got infested with worms. We

battled them by sprinkling wood ashes from the
kitchen on the plants.
One summer there was an invasion of armyworms. They moved through the countryside and
ate every green leaf for miles around. The woods
were a dull gray color in the middle of summer.
The worms traveled in one direction, eating as
they went. When we stepped outdoors we could
hear the rustling among the leaves in the trees.
Those worms could devour a leaf in a hurry.
The sides of the house, the fences—everything
was covered with the hideous things. That was one
pest we could do nothing about.
Fortunately we now have better ways of dealing
with pests. The past is gone and we are content with
a lot of good memories. That was just the way of
life back in the 1930s. We dealt with each problem
as it came along. Even the birds helped as they
feasted on insects.
I remember when going ﬁshing meant a cane
pole and a jar full of grasshoppers. That was a
happy time, even if it did nothing to diminish the
number of grasshoppers. When we kids were told
to collect grasshoppers, we knew we were going to
have fun, going with Dad to catch ﬁsh off the old
river bridge. ❖
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